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FLOWER ARRANGEMENT



Flower arrangement is an art and it is widely used in hotel,

offices, and hospitals on everyday basis. Flower

arrangement may be defined as the art of organizing and

grouping together plant materials to achieve harmony of

form, colour, and texture. They add cheer, beauty, life and

happiness to the ambiance.





TYPES OF ARRANGEMENT







Mass Arrangements

They have a thick, full look and require much plant material.

The whole colourful mass of flowers and foliages is

emphasized. Colour is the most important element in mass

arrangements. Three or more kinds or colours of flowers are

often combined with one or more kinds of foliage. Usually it is

best to select more of one kind and colour and less of the

others.

The plant materials are grouped together. An arrangement may

be made to be seen from one side only, or completed all

around to be viewed from any angle.

Mass arrangements may be of many shapes, such as circles,

domes, crescents, ovals, and triangles. Ovals and triangles are

good shapes because the height and width are not the same.



Mass Arrangements



Line-Mass Arrangements

Line-mass arrangements combine the strong line styles with

the massed effect of floral designs.

Line-mass arrangements generally have a neat look with

clear lines. You will need to decide whether to emphasize the

line or the mass.

Line-mass arrangements are often triangular in shape,

mostly asymmetrical in balance, and meant to be seen from

the front only.

They are usually colourful and striking in design, and often

have a strong centre of interest. At least two kinds of

materials are needed—one for line and one for mass.





This is a miniature

design, which means

that it should not exceed

10 cms (approximately 4

inches) in width, depth

and height. Scale is

particularly important in

this type of design, and it

should appear as though

it was a large

arrangement in

miniature. This is quite

difficult to achieve, and

very small flowers and

foliage must be used.

Miniature Flower Arrangement 





Diminutive Flower Arrangement



THANK YOU!


